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Why the Government Should Not 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

President Trump recently complained 
that Google searches are biased against 
Republicans and conservatives. Many conser-
vatives argue that Facebook and Google are 
monopolies seeking to restrict conservative 

speech. In contrast, many on the left complain that large 
social media platforms fostered both Trump’s election in 
2016 and violence in Charlottesville in 2017. Many on both 
sides believe that government should actively regulate the 
moderation of social media platforms to attain fairness, 
balance, or other values. 

Yet American law and culture strongly circumscribe 
government power to regulate speech on the internet and 
elsewhere. Regulations of social media companies might 
either indirectly restrict individual speech or directly 
limit a right to curate an internet platform. The First 
Amendment offers strong protections against such re-
strictions. Congress has offered additional protections to 
tech companies by freeing them from most intermediary 
liability for speech that appears on their platforms. The 
U.S. Supreme Court has decided that private companies in 
general are not bound by the First Amendment. 

However, some activists support new efforts by the 
government to regulate social media. Although some 
platforms are large and dominant, their market power can 
disintegrate, and alternatives are available for speakers 
excluded from a platform. The history of broadcast regula-
tion shows that government regulation tends to support 
rather than mitigate monopolies. 

Others worry that social media leads to “filter bubbles” 
that preclude democratic deliberation. But the evidence 
for filter bubbles is not strong, and few remedies exist that 
are compatible with the Constitution. 

Speech on social media directly tied to violence—for 
example, terrorism—may be regulated by government, 
but more expansive efforts are likely unconstitutional. 
Concern about “interference” in U.S. elections glosses over 
the incoherence of current policies. Some foreign speech, 
online and off, is legal if the relationship of a speaker and a 
foreign power is disclosed. 

Preventing harms caused by “fake news” or “hate 
speech” lies well beyond the jurisdiction of the govern-
ment; tech firms appear determined to deal with such 
harms, leaving little for the government to do.
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BACKGROUND
In August 2017, a political protest in 

Charlottesville, Virginia, turned into violent 
clashes between extremists, leading to one per-
son being killed. In the aftermath, several tech 
companies denied service to neo-Nazis whose 
extreme rhetoric was thought to foster that vio-
lence. Denied a forum, the extremists retreated 
from the most widely used part of the internet 
to the dark web. Matthew Prince, the CEO of 
Cloudflare, one of the companies that drove 
the National Socialists out, argued later that 
businesses lack the legitimacy to govern speech 
on their forums.1 He suggested that most peo-
ple see government as the proper authority to 
suppress speech related to violence. 

This policy analysis follows up on Prince’s 
comments by evaluating the legitimacy of gov-
ernment regulation of speech on the internet. 
We shall focus primarily on potential policies 
for the United States.2 

Our effort advances in two parts. First, we 
establish a starting point for our analysis. We 
show that the values and practices of the public 
demonstrate a legitimate but quite limited role 
for government regulation of speech on the 
internet and elsewhere. The public and policy-
makers prefer private governance of speech. 
Those who wish to introduce new public regu-
lation of social media must overcome this pre-
sumption for the private. In the second part, we 
show that arguments for new public efforts fail 
to do that. We find that private content mod-
erators have already taken effective and innova-
tive steps to deal with some of these problems. 
It is private content moderators, not elected or 
appointed officials, who should have the power 
to regulate speech on social media.

THE PRESUMPTION AGAINST 
PUBLIC REGULATION 
OF SOCIAL MEDIA

What are social media? Many experts 
have offered different definitions. Tom 
Standage, deputy editor of The Economist, 
says social media are “two-way, conversa-
tional environments in which information 

passes horizontally from one person to an-
other along social networks, rather than be-
ing delivered vertically from an impersonal 
central source.”3 He identifies aspects of so-
cial media that bear on free expression: 

[Social media] allow information to be 
shared along social networks with friends 
or followers (who may then share items 
in turn), and they enable discussion to 
take place around such shared informa-
tion. Users of such sites do more than 
just passively consume information, in 
other words: they can also create it, com-
ment on it, share it, discuss it, and even 
modify it. The result is a shared social en-
vironment and a sense of membership in 
a distributed community.4 

Jonathan A. Obar and Steve Wildman of the 
Quello Center at Michigan State University 
add that social media are interactive and “can 
be characterized as a shift from user as con-
sumer to user as participant.”5 Of course, social 
media users also consume what others create, 
but they are no longer primarily consumers of 
existing material. Thus, content generated by 
users is the “lifeblood of social media.” 

Social media are platforms, not publishers. 
They provide the means for large numbers of 
people to produce and consume information. 
They are open to both producers and con-
sumers. Social media managers regulate the 
content on a platform, but the platform does 
not host everything that is posted on it. The 
regulation is necessarily ex post. The number 
of users and their expectations of immediate 
publication preclude ex ante regulation.

In contrast, publishing involved a small 
number of people communicating information 
to mass or special audiences. Gatekeeping was 
inherent in publishing; it was relatively closed 
to producers but open to consumers. The con-
strained supply of content enabled ex ante reg-
ulation of a publication (i.e., gatekeeping). 

Social media are, of course, economic insti-
tutions; they need to generate or have a pros-
pect of generating revenue beyond the costs of 
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providing the service. Individuals create a user 
profile that social media services in turn use to 
connect individuals to others.6 Social media 
services often use data gleaned from users to 
target advertising to them.7 

Social media thus comprise four groups of 
people: users who generate content, users who 
consume content, users who generate com-
mercial speech (advertising), and social me-
dia managers who host speech. Each element 
involves speech: users generate and consume 
information, and social media services create 
the forum in which speech happens. Individ-
ual speech is highly protected in the United 
States. The online activities of social media 
companies also have considerable protection 
from government regulation.

The United States highly values individual 
speech in the public sphere. The Constitution 
offers strong protections for speech in general 
and not just for political speech. Similarly, the 
right to hear the speech of others is pro tected 
by the First Amendment.8 American law rec-
ognizes a small number of exceptions to these 
general protections for speech.9 Apart from 
these exceptions, speech by and for social 
media users may be presumed to be free of 
government regulation. For many years, legal 
experts believed commercial speech had fewer 
protections from government regulation than 
political or artistic speech. But this lesser 
standing has been challenged by the Supreme 
Court and recent scholarship.10 

Economic regulation may also violate the 
individual’s right to free speech. Social media 
companies seem to be dependent on ordinary 
commercial transactions, the regulation of 
which is presumed constitutional.11 But the ex-
change underlying social media is not an ordi-
nary commercial transaction. Individuals use 
social media for speech. They are granted ac-
cess to social media in exchange for data about 
themselves. If government blocked (prohibit-
ed) that exchange, speech by individuals would 
be restricted. The prohibition of the economic 
transaction would be tantamount to prohibit-
ing speech. The validity of less sweeping regu-
lations would involve discerning their effects 

on speech. However, this exchange is clearly 
sensitive from a First Amendment standpoint. 
The exchange underlying social media thus 
implicates both commerce and fundamental 
rights. Some part of the protection for social 
media from government action derives from 
the protections accorded individual speech.12

Social media may enjoy protections from 
government independent of their users’ right 
to free speech. The owners of the companies 
involved may have First Amendment rights 
that preclude government requiring a plat-
form to carry speech.13 Publishers have a right 
to editorial discretion over what to publish.14 
Like publishers, platform managers choose 
what will appear on their platform; after all, 
not everything sent to the platform stays on 
it.15 Besides removing content, platform man-
agers also rank content, thereby affecting the 
likelihood it will be seen by users. Both activi-
ties are similar to a publisher’s editorial choic-
es and deserve First Amendment protection.16

Yet social media platforms differ from tra-
ditional publishers. The regulation of social 
media content typically comes ex post after a 
user is found to have violated a platform’s com-
munity standards. One might argue that ex post 
editorial decisions are less likely than ex ante de-
cisions to involve expression. A company might 
remove existing content to create a pleasant ex-
perience for users (that is, for business reasons). 
Thus, social media content moderation might 
differ from editorial discretion in publishing 
and merit less constitutional protection. 

This objection fails on two counts. First, 
newspapers need to make a profit to remain 
financially viable and thus might make edito-
rial decisions for business reasons; they would 
still enjoy the freedom of the press. Moreover, 
an ex post content removal by social media 
managers could also be expressive. For ex-
ample, one could argue that Facebook’s con-
tent moderation both expresses and applies a 
conception of its online community, which in 
turn favors some values over others.17 The act 
of moderating speech on social media would 
therefore be expressive and likely protected 
by the Constitution.
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This similarity to traditional publishers 
might appear to make social media compa-
nies liable for defamation or other legal limits 
that apply to publishers. However, Congress 
has exempted social media from defamation 
standards applicable to traditional publish-
ers. Section 230c(1) of the Communications 
Decency Act of 1996 says that “no provider or 
user of an interactive computer service shall 
be treated as the publisher or speaker of any 
information provided by another information 
content provider.”18 Congress adopted Section 
230 for two reasons. First, “Congress wanted to 
encourage the unfettered and unregulated de-
velopment of free speech on the Internet.”19 
Social media managers who were concerned 
about liability for user-provided content would 
tend to remove speech that both did and did 
not defame others. Second, the section sought 
“to encourage interactive computer services 
and users of such services to self-police the In-
ternet for obscenity and other offensive materi-
al, so as to aid parents in limiting their children’s 
access to such material.”20 Social media would 
here also be free of liability for removing such 
content. In general, through Section 230, Con-
gress “sought to further First Amendment and 
e-commerce interests on the Internet while 
also promoting the protection of minors.”21 
Section 230 also frees “online intermediaries 
from the need to screen every single online 
post, a need that would render impossible the 
real-time interactivity that people expect when 
they engage on social media.”22

Congress might have required social media 
to police their platforms to enforce accepted 
public standards for speech (e.g., liability for 
defamation). But Congress did not do so. At 
the same time, the section did not protect 
individuals from public accountability for 
violating the limited exceptions to freedom 
of speech, and it did not reduce government 
authority over those harms. Section 230 nei-
ther increased nor decreased government au-
thority over speech on social media. Congress 
showed in these decisions a preference for pri-
vate governance of internet speech. 

Finally, social media are privately owned 

forums for speech. The First Amendment pro-
tects the freedom of speech from state action. 
Social media are not government and hence 
are not constrained by the First Amendment. 
These platforms are protected by the First 
Amendment but need not apply it to speech 
by their users. Social media managers may 
suppress speech on their privately owned plat-
forms, speech that elected officials could not 
censor in a public forum.23 Court decisions sup-
port this distinction between public and private 
power.24 But some nuances merit attention. 

In older decisions, the Supreme Court 
said private forums had to respect public lim-
its regulating freedom of speech. In Marsh v. 
Alabama (1946), the court ruled that a compa-
ny town, like a government, could not restrict 
First Amendment rights: “The more an owner, 
for his advantage, opens up his property for 
use by the public in general, the more do his 
rights become circumscribed by the statutory 
and constitutional rights of those who use it.” 
The fundamental rights of speech and religion 
outweighed the rights of private property.25 In 
1968, the court also found that a shopping mall 
was the “functional equivalent” of the compa-
ny town opened for public use and thus had to 
respect a right to picket on private property.26 

But more recent cases have been friendlier 
to protecting private forums from public regu-
lation. In Lloyd Corp. v. Tanner (1972), the Su-
preme Court overturned Logan Valley, saying 
a shopping mall did not constitute a public fo-
rum and thus need not obey the First Amend-
ment.27 Four years later, in Hudgens v. NLRB 
(1976), a majority noted that

while statutory or common law may in 
some situations extend protection or 
provide redress against a private corpo-
ration or person who seeks to abridge 
the free expression of others, no such 
protection or redress is provided by the 
Constitution itself. This elementary 
proposition is little more than a truism.28 

Thus, the First Amendment’s freedom of 
speech clause offered no protection for pick-
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ets making their case in a privately owned en-
closed shopping mall. 

Pruneyard Shopping Center v. Robins (1980) af-
firmed the proposition that being open to the 
public did not turn a shopping center into a pub-
lic forum governed by the First Amendment.29 
However, the decision depended on other con-
siderations. The court also concluded that the 
California Constitution created a right to peti-
tion and speech even on private property. The 
court decided that the state’s rights trumped 
any claims to protection for private property 
or the owner’s freedom of speech.30 This ex-
tension of free speech rights did not appeal 
much to other states. Only six states beyond 
California adopted limited protections for 
speech on private property.31 

Some Americans may believe free speech 
should trump private property in forums like 
shopping malls. But national judgments run 
the other way, supporting private governance 
of speech. The history of public values and 
social media suggests a strong presumption 
against government regulation. The federal 
government must refrain from abridging the 
freedom of speech, a constraint that strongly 
protects a virtual space comprising speech. 
The government has also generally refrained 
from forcing owners of private property to 
abide by the First Amendment. Hence indi-
viduals have no expectation that the govern-
ment will force the owners of social media 
to refrain from suppressing speech on their 
platforms (provided the owners do not violate 
civil rights laws). Those who seek more public 
control over social media should offer strong 
arguments to overcome this presumption of 
private governance. Have they?

ARGUMENTS FOR PUBLIC 
REGULATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA

Since 1934, Congress has required broadcast 
media to operate in “the public interest.”32 That 
standard meant more than maximizing the 
size and satisfactions of an audience. Among 
other goals, broadcasters were required to carry 
speech they might not otherwise carry, allegedly 

in pursuit of the public interest defined as “more 
news and information programming.”33 

Some idea of the public interest often under-
girds government actions, including regulation 
of private firms. In other words, policymakers 
and others see government vindicating a public 
interest through regulation. A public interest 
argument comprises two parts. First, it should 
establish that government action is needed to 
secure some widely held value; private activity 
is assumed, in theory or fact, to be inadequate 
to achieving that end. Second, it should make 
the case that government action will achieve 
the values in question without significant costs 
to other important values. As we have seen with 
social media, fundamental values are at stake. 
The second part of the public interest argu-
ment must climb a steep incline.

This section will argue that proposed gov-
ernment regulations of social media fail on one 
or both criteria. The values pursued by regula-
tion are more important than the restraint 
of government power. Government action is 
unlikely to attain the public interest cited by 
advocates of regulation. Finally, in some cases, 
the regulation may only attain some value at an 
unacceptable price in other rights and values.

The Anti-Monopoly Argument
Some critics argue that tech companies are 

monopolies.34 This claim is often confounded 
with a different argument. Critics say that tech 
companies fundamentally practice viewpoint 
discrimination when managing their plat-
forms. In other words, the companies are said 
to exclude speakers from their forums because 
of their views; broadly put, critics argue that 
liberal employees at tech companies discrimi-
nate against conservatives when governing 
their private forums.35 

If these firms are indeed monopolies, there 
would be a stronger case that their content 
moderation violates the First Amendment. But 
if these tech firms are not monopolies, then it 
matters much less whether their content mod-
eration constitutes a violation of free speech. 
Private institutions discriminate among view-
points all the time, and few would wish the 
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government to manage their agendas to assure 
fairness or balance. Indeed, as we saw, the gov-
ernment may not manage their speech (unless 
in theory they are broadcast media). But if the 
monopoly claim is true, then bias in content 
moderation might matter more. If a private fo-
rum such as Facebook owns the only place to 
speak and to be heard, its discrimination among 
viewpoints will seem a lot like censorship by the 
government, notwithstanding its private sta-
tus. If so, one might think government action 
(rather than constraint) would serve the cause 
of speech and debate. More voices might be 
heard if one company (or a small number) did 
not govern the private forum in question.

However, the question of viewpoint dis-
crimination would matter a lot less if the 
dominance of current market leaders were 
insecure and if users and audiences who were 
excluded from a platform had alternatives. 
The discrimination argument also matters less 
if public regulation (e.g., turning social media 
into public utilities) seems likely to make mat-
ters worse regarding the monopoly question. 
Each of these contingencies appears true: the 
dominance of current firms is insecure, alter-
natives exist, and broad regulation seems like-
ly to make things worse.

The tech companies involved in speech are 
large and successful. The Wall Street Journal re-
ports that “these companies [Apple, Amazon, 
Alphabet (Google), Microsoft, and Facebook] 
are the five most valuable in the U.S. by market 
capitalization, the first time a single industry 
has occupied that position in several decades, 
according to S&P Capital Inc.”36 Their suc-
cess, however, does not necessarily mean that 
they enjoy a natural monopoly, a traditional 
justification for government antitrust action. 

The case against the tech companies leans 
on an older economic theory of network ef-
fects. David S. Evans and Richard Schmalensee 
offer a pithy summary of the theory:

In some cases a service is more valuable 
if more customers are using it because 
customers want to interact with each 
other. Then, if a firm moved fast and got 

some customers, those customers would 
attract more customers, which would 
attract even more. Explosive growth 
would ensue and result in a single firm 
owning the market forever. The winner 
would take all.37 

Does this theory comport with what we know 
from economics and with empirical reality? 

The economics of network effects has 
turned out to be more complicated than the 
older theory suggests. Internet companies 
offer multisided platforms whose network 
effects are indirect between different kinds 
of customers (say, smartphone users and app 
developers) rather than direct effects between 
the same kind of customers (such as telephone 
callers). These multisided platforms face a 
much more difficult challenge of attracting 
customers; they are much more likely to fail 
during their startup period than a telephone 
company, which is the model of the older theo-
ry of network effects. The new firms also must 
attend more to attracting the right customers 
than simply adding customers. Finally, net-
work effects can go in reverse; customers may 
use multiple platforms and migrate to some of 
the alternatives. Evans and Schmalensee re-
mark: “This process has happened repeatedly. 
AOL, MSN Messenger, Friendster, MySpace, 
and Orkut all rose to great heights and then 
rapidly declined, while Facebook, Snap, 
WhatsApp, Line, and others quickly rose.” In 
general, they find that “systematic research on 
online platforms . . . shows considerable churn 
in leadership for online platforms over periods 
shorter than a decade.”38

Although a few tech companies dominate 
some markets, that does not mean these firms 
can never be displaced.39 A more complex 
theory of network effects raises doubts about 
their dominance, while recent history suggests 
previously dominant firms are declining rath-
er than continuing as monopolies.40 We have 
reasons to doubt that these firms will continue 
to dominate their markets. 

Do alternatives exist for those excluded 
from social media platforms? The rapid rise of 
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social media might suggest traditional forums 
for speech no longer matter, but that is far 
from true. Traditional public forums continue 
to exist along with traditional media such as 
newspapers and television. Such forums are 
protected, of course, from government cen-
sorship. In fact, most people still get most 
of their news from such sources.41 Fox News 
should be mentioned, considering that online 
bias has lately been a concern of conservatives. 

Even speakers excluded from major plat-
forms such as Facebook and YouTube can find 
a home for their speech somewhere else on the 
internet. LiveLeak, while less reputable pre-
cisely because of its willingness to host graphic 
content, will deliver video to viewers just as ef-
fectively as YouTube. Vimeo also exists as an 
alternative platform, which is owned by IAC, 
a firm that seemingly specializes in second-
tier versions of a host of internet services, and 
Dailymotion is another option. There are also 
platforms that are not specifically dedicated to 
video hosting or sharing but are often used to do 
so. Snapchat can be used to send self-deleting 
clips, while file-storage sites like Google Drive 
or Dropbox are often repurposed as semipublic 
information repositories.

Not only is it important to recognize that 
alternatives exist, but that alternatives can 
continue to come into existence to meet user 
demand for differing standards of moderation. 
For several months, YouTube rules concerning 
videos containing firearms have shifted repeat-
edly with little transparency. The operators of 
gun review channels found their videos repeat-
edly demonetized, and some were banned for 
running afoul of opaque rulesets. A group of 
firearm enthusiasts decided to start a YouTube 
competitor, called Full30, which catered to the 
tastes of gun owners. Several popular firearms 
channels on YouTube have moved to the site. 
While it will never compete with YouTube as 
a full-spectrum video-hosting platform, it isn’t 
intended to do so. Instead, it provides a space 
for shooters to share videos without having to 
worry about the whims of gun-shy advertis-
ers. In a matter of months, a firearms-friendly 
video-hosting site had gone from a newly 

discovered market niche, revealed through a 
dispute between YouTube and some of its users, 
to a functional video-hosting platform.42

But even if firms dominate their markets, 
will government regulation deal with the 
problem or make it worse? The nation has had 
experience with similar regulation of commu-
nications for similar reasons regarding broad-
casting. Such regulation reinforced the market 
dominance of large firms and threatened free-
dom of speech. 

The federal government claimed control 
of the broadcasting spectrum in the 1920s. 
Congress set up the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) to regulate entry into and 
use of the spectrum. Between 1941 and 1953, 
the FCC allocated a large part of the spectrum 
for television broadcasting. To use the spec-
trum for television broadcasting required a 
license from the FCC. 

According to economist Thomas Hazlett, 
the agency “sought to carefully plan the 
structure and form of television service.” It 
also severely limited the number of compet-
ing stations, which drove up the value of the 
licenses. Such restrictions inevitably con-
strain competition for the benefit of incum-
bent firms. The successful licensees did not 
pay for the permission to use the spectrum, 
although they did agree to broadcast “in the 
public interest.” Hazlett notes that “this plan 
dictated technology and erected insurmount-
able barriers to entry.” The regulatory effort 
thus created monopoly power for the regu-
lated.43 Hazlett quotes a later expert assess-
ment: “The effect of this policy has been to 
create a system of powerful vested interests, 
which continue to stand in the path of reform 
and change.”44

Indeed, the Radio Act of 1927 reduced 
the number of stations by a quarter, affect-
ing “stations owned almost entirely by small 
busin esses or nonprofit organizations like 
schools or labor unions.”45 Moreover, on five 
occasions from 1962 to 1970 the FCC pro-
tected broadcast companies from competi-
tion by cable television.46

Eventually, the courts became less tolerant 
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of the FCC’s hostility to competition and the 
agency itself became more open to markets in 
the 1980s. Those changes, however, came after 
decades of the FCC restricting competition in 
broadcasting markets. 

The effects of FCC regulation on freedom of 
speech may be summarized briefly. The FCC’s 
Fairness Doctrine required a broad caster to of-
fer equal time to respond to a position taken on 
air. The equal time would not be reimbursed, 
which meant the requirement acted as a tax 
on the original broadcast speech. Small radio 
stations criticized the Kennedy administra-
tion’s Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty with the 
Soviet Union. Such stations could not afford to 
supply a great deal of free time. Kennedy opera-
tives arranged for more than 1,000 letters to be 
written demanding equal time at these stations, 
leading to 1,678 hours of free broadcasting. This 
effort to suppress speech was deemed a success 
by the administration and continued in the 
Johnson years.47 

Richard Nixon’s administration sought to 
use broadcast regulation against the television 
networks. Administration officials threatened 
the local licenses of the networks both pub-
licly and privately, seeking more favorable cov-
erage. The public effort appeared to fail, but 
Thomas Hazlett has shown that privately net-
work officials were quite compliant with the 
wishes of the administration.48

The history of broadcast regulation suggests 
that increasing state control over social media 
would have a chilling effect on speech. Over 
time, both political parties might be expected 
to threaten any speech they find abhorrent. 

The monopoly argument for regulating so-
cial media has weaknesses. We have reason to 
think the current market positions of large so-
cial media companies may not persist because 
network effects operate differently than in the 
past. In any case, speakers have alternatives 
if they are excluded from a specific platform. 
Finally, it should not be assumed that govern-
ment regulation will produce more competi-
tion in the online marketplace of ideas. It may 
simply protect both social media owners and 
government officials from competition.

Democracy and Deliberation
Consider how political speech works in the 

world outside the internet. People have views 
about politics. They associate with others to 
discuss and perhaps debate those views. Yet 
associations of the like-minded are no doubt 
more likely than the debate club. Perhaps they 
seek out others with similar views because 
Americans do not like conflict and confron-
tation.49 The association of the like-minded, 
now disparaged as a filter bubble, existed long 
before the internet. Such associations reflect-
ed other human failings such as confirmation 
bias and prejudice. This tendency no doubt 
did harm to society: debates were less rich and 
less probing than they otherwise might have 
been, and citizens were worse off than they 
might have been if they had learned the errors 
of their ways through a fuller debate. Yet few 
called for the government to compel associa-
tions to hear speakers with different views. 

The internet facilitated the exchange of 
views about everything, including politics. 
Once again, groups of the like-minded have 
formed. Indeed, the cost of speech and associa-
tion has fallen so fast that we might expect that 
more people will be more involved in more like-
minded groups than ever. One might see this as 
a tremendous success both in fostering speech 
and association or in satisfying individual pref-
erences. But some see the association of the 
like-minded as a danger to democracy and to 
the individuals who associate this way. 

Cass Sunstein, perhaps the most important 
contemporary critic of speech and association 
on the internet, argues that “we should evalu-
ate communications technologies and social 
media by asking how they affect us as citizens, 
not only by asking how they affect us as con-
sumers.” A central question is whether emerg-
ing social practices, including consumption 
patterns, are “promoting or compromising our 
own highest aspirations.”50 The government 
might help them achieve “our” (but not neces-
sarily “their”) highest aspirations.51 

Our highest aspirations are said to include 
meeting the demands of citizenship in a deliber-
ative democracy. Sunstein denies that freedom 
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in general means freedom from coercion by the 
state. Instead, freedom is understood as the de-
velopment (including the self-development) of 
the individual. Freedom for Sunstein is a varia-
tion of the freedom of the ancients: it comes 
from collective action by citizens in a republic, 
which in turn “requires exposure to a diverse 
set of topics and opinions.”52 

Individuals might be free of state coercion 
yet unfree because they make choices that pre-
clude their own development. Individuals may 
prefer, for example, to hear only a subset of all 
views about a political topic. Indeed, they may 
prefer to hear little about politics. Sunstein of-
fers an extended argument that people online 
pursue their own interests to the exclusion of 
public information and debates. Particularly, 
they do not come across ideas and arguments 
they might not seek out. Instead, they form 
bubbles that filter out opposing views and 
echo chambers that merely repeat the views 
already held by the individuals in them. In 
contrast, more traditional media like newspa-
pers and television “expose people to a range 
of topics and views at the same time that they 
provide shared experiences for a heteroge-
neous public.”53 Ultimately, for Sunstein such 
exposure and such shared experiences are es-
sential to foster the kind of deliberative de-
mocracy sought by the American Founders.54 

If people prefer associating with like-
minded people on the internet, Sunstein wor-
ries that more than political aspirations may be 
harmed. Associating this way creates “a large 
risk of group polarization, simply because it 
makes it so easy for like-minded people to 
speak with one another—and ultimately move 
toward extreme and sometimes even violent 
positions.”55 Obviously violence might follow 
polarization. It is even possible, Sunstein notes, 
that social stability could be put at risk.56 This 
would obviously involve public values on par 
with freedom of speech. But the real problem 
seems more prosaic and political: If diverse 
groups are seeing and hearing quite different 
points of view or focusing on quite different 
topics, mutual understanding might be difficult 
and it might be increasingly hard for people to 

solve problems that society faces together.57 
By enabling and respecting individual 

choices, the internet complicates and even 
undermines both the diversity and the unity 
needed in a deliberative democracy. More 
diversity of views would improve the dishar-
mony of the internet enclaves, and more unity 
across enclaves would militate against social 
and political fragmentation.

Sunstein’s claims about filter bubbles and 
echo chambers seem plausible. We can imag-
ine people choosing to avoid unpleasant people 
and views while affirming their prior beliefs. 
Such choices might be the easiest way forward 
for them. But the logic of this position does not 
entail its empirical accuracy. Communications 
researcher Cristian Vaccari notes that 

social media users can make choices as 
to which sources they follow and engage 
with. Whether people use these choice 
affordances solely to flock to content 
reinforcing their political preferences 
and prejudices, filtering out or avoiding 
content that espouses other viewpoints, 
is, however, an empirical question—not 
a destiny inscribed in the way social me-
dia and their algorithms function.58 

In fact, abundant research casts doubt on 
Sunstein’s claim that individual choices on the 
internet are turning the nation into a polar-
ized, possibly violent dystopia. For example, 
several studies published in 2016 and earlier 
indicate that people using the internet and 
social media are not shielded from news con-
travening their prior beliefs or attitudes.59 In 
2014, experimental evidence led two scholars 
to state that “social media should be expected 
to increase users’ exposure to a variety of news 
and politically diverse information.” They 
conclude that “the odds of exposure to counter 
attitudinal information among partisans and 
political news among the disaffected strike us 
as substantially higher than interpersonal dis-
cussion or traditional media venues.”60 A 2015 
paper found that “most social media users are 
embedded in ideologically diverse networks, 
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and that exposure to political diversity has a 
positive effect on political moderation.” Con-
trary to the received wisdom, this data “pro-
vides evidence that social media usage reduces 
mass political polarization.”61 

A broad literature review in 2016 found “no 
empirical evidence that warrants any strong 
worries about filter bubbles.”62 Just before the 
2016 election, a survey of U.S. adults found 
that social media users perceive more political 
disagreement than nonusers, that they per-
ceive more of it on social media than in other 
media, and that news use on social media is 
positively associated with perceived disagree-
ment on social media.63 

Did the 2016 election change these findings? 
Several studies suggest doubts about filter bub-
bles, polarization, and internet use. Three econ-
omists found that polarization has advanced 
most rapidly among demographic groups least 
likely to use the internet for political news. The 
cause (internet use) was absent from the effect 
of interest (increased polarization).64 Three 
communications scholars examined how peo-
ple used Facebook news during the 2016 U.S. 
presidential campaign. They had panel data 
and thus could examine how internet usage 
affected the attitudes of the same people over 
time. The results suggest Sunstein’s concerns 
are exaggerated. Both internet use and the atti-
tudes of the panel “remained relatively stable.” 
There was also no evidence for a filter bubble. 
The people who used Facebook for news were 
more likely to view news that both affirmed and 
contravened their prior beliefs. Indeed, people 
exposed themselves more over time to contrary 
views, which “was related to a modest . . . spiral 
of depolarization.” In contrast, the researchers 
found no evidence of a filter bubble where ex-
posure to news affirming prior attitudes led to 
greater polarization.65 

Several recent studies have focused on either 
the United States and other developed nations 
or just European nations alone. Perhaps data 
and conclusions from other developed nations 
do not transfer to the United States. However, 
cultures and borders notwith standing, citizens 
in developed nations are similar in wealth and 

education. Even if we put less weight on conclu-
sions from Europe, such results bear more than 
modest consideration. 

In 2017, Vaccari surveyed citizens in France, 
Germany, and the United Kingdom to test the 
extent of filter bubbles online. He concluded 
that “social media users are more likely to dis-
agree than agree with the political contents 
they see on these platforms” and that “citizens 
are much more likely to encounter disagree-
able views on social media than in face-to-face 
conversations.” His evaluation of Sunstein’s 
thesis is as follows:

Ideological echo chambers and filter 
bubbles on social media are the excep-
tion, not the norm. Being the exception 
does not mean being non-existent, of 
course. Based on these estimates, be-
tween one in five and one in eight social 
media users report being in ideological 
echo chambers. However, most social 
media users experience a rather bal-
anced combination of views they agree 
and disagree with. If anything, the clash 
of disagreeing opinions is more com-
mon on social media than ideological 
echo chambers.66 

Another recent study of the United Kingdom 
found that most people interested in politics 
who select diverse sources of information 
tended to avoid echo chambers. Only about 
8 percent of their sample were in an echo 
chamber. The authors urge us to look more 
broadly at media and public opinion:

Whatever may be happening on any sin-
gle social media platform, when we look 
at the entire media environment, there 
is little apparent echo chamber. People 
regularly encounter things that they 
disagree with. People check multiple 
sources. People try to confirm informa-
tion using search. Possibly most impor-
tant, people discover things that change 
their political opinions. Looking at the 
entire multi-media environment, we find 
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little evidence of an echo chamber.67 Fi-
nally, another study of multiple countries 
found that social media was also related 
to incidental exposure to news, contrary 
again to Sunstein’s view that older media 
promoted such unintended exposure 
while new media do not.68

For Sunstein, the aggregate of individual 
choices about political speech and engage-
ment on the internet does not serve well the 
cause of republicanism. A proper culture for 
deliberative democracy “demands not only a 
law of free expression but also a culture of free 
expression, in which people are eager to listen 
to what their fellow citizens have to say.”69 He 
also believes that “a democratic polity, acting 
through democratic organs” may help foster 
such a culture by creating “a system of com-
munications that promotes exposure to a wide 
range of issues and views.”70 

In this regard, Sunstein follows an older 
view that sees the First Amendment and the 
Constitution enabling government to regu-
late speech to attain a “richer public debate.”71 
That older view of activist government called 
for limits on the autonomy of some speakers 
to improve public deliberation.72 In contrast, 
Sunstein does not believe citizens should be 
“forced to read and view materials that they 
abhor.”73 Yet he clearly believes that public of-
ficials acting at the behest of majorities should 
have the power to expose individuals to materi-
als they would not choose to see on their own: 
to nudge, not coerce, Americans for a worthy 
end that they would not choose on their own.74 

Sunstein’s proposed reforms for the inter-
net seem restrained in light of his critique of 
social media. He remarks, “I will be arguing 
for the creative use of links on the Internet, 
although I will not suggest, and do not be-
lieve, that the government should require any 
links.”75 He denies that government should 
mandate linking to a variety of sites with dif-
ferent opinions to achieve the public good 
of better debates.76 Sunstein notes the good 
consequences of ending the Fairness Doctrine 
and does not advocate restoring it for any 

media, including the internet, even though he 
believes its demise probably increased frag-
mentation and polarization.77 

We have seen that Sunstein’s concerns about 
filter bubbles are open to question. Sunstein 
might disagree, and perhaps a maturing litera-
ture will support regulations to fight such bub-
bles. But Sunstein proposes restrained efforts 
to make internet users better citizens. If the 
literature cited in this report is correct, there is 
even less reason to regulate social media in the 
name of democracy. But there may be an inher-
ent problem implicitly recognized in Sunstein’s 
limited proposals for reform. Forcing people 
to read and interact with views they dislike 
or abhor implicates liberal values such as free 
speech and individual liberty. On the one hand, 
we may wish that people were more and better 
informed about politics; on the other hand, we 
may doubt the wisdom of forcing people to en-
gage in public matters. If filter bubbles threat-
ened popular government, the case for public 
action might have improved. But studies do not 
support that proposition. 

National Security Concerns
Government traditionally protects the 

homeland from its enemies. A standard text-
book explores the complex meaning of nation-
al security:

The term national security refers to the 
safeguarding of a people, territory, and 
way of life. It includes protection from 
physical assault and in that sense is simi-
lar to the term defense. . . . In one defini-
tion the phrase is commonly asserted to 
mean “physical security, defined as the 
protection against attack on the territory 
and the people of the United States in or-
der to ensure survival with fundamental 
values and institutions intact; promotion 
of values; and economic prosperity.”78 

Our concern here is whether the government 
should increase its power over internet speech 
to achieve national security. That question in-
evitably concerns the relationship of speech 
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to violence. But internet speech may involve 
other aspects of national security.

TERRORISM. The clearest example of a 
threat to national security would be attacks on 
or occupation of the homeland or its citizens. 
Terrorism may be defined as “public violence 
to advance a political, social, or religious cause 
or ideology.”79 Policymakers thus have reason 
for concern:

Terrorist groups . . . use the Internet to 
disseminate their ideology, to recruit 
new members, and to take credit for 
attacks around the world. In addition, 
some people who are not members of 
these groups may view this content and 
could begin to sympathize with or to ad-
here to the violent philosophies these 
groups advocate. They might even act 
on these beliefs.80

Speech is not violence, but a speaker can 
“intend to incite a violent or lawless action” 
that might be likely “to imminently occur as 
a result” of the speech.81 Such speech is not 
protected by the First Amendment, and the 
government may act to restrict or punish it. 
However, the Supreme Court’s leading deci-
sion on incitement to violence also states that 
“the mere abstract teaching . . . of the moral 
propriety or even moral necessity for a resort to 
force and violence is not the same as preparing 
a group for violent action.” Such speech can-
not be punished by the government in a man-
ner consistent with the First Amendment.82 
Terrorist speech that seeks to persuade rather 
than direct would likely escape censorship.

Some have argued for stricter limits on ter-
rorist speech. For example, Eric Posner, a law 
professor at the University of Chicago Law 
School, has proposed a law that would make it 
a crime to visit “websites that glorify, express 
support for, or provide encouragement for ISIS 
or support recruitment by ISIS; to distribute 
links to those websites or videos, images, or 
text taken from those websites; or to encour-
age people to access such websites by supplying 
them with links or instructions.”83 (Presumably 

the same would apply to other terrorist groups.) 
He argues that the law would prevent naïve in-
dividuals from being drawn into supporting 
terrorism and thereby preclude deadly attacks. 
Posner concedes that his proposed law violates 
the First Amendment under current doctrine. 
However, he is hopeful that the current war on 
terror will permit new restrictions on speech 
that would have been held invalid in less de-
manding times. In the past, he remarks, war has 
supported such restrictions.

David Post, another American legal schol-
ar, has noted some problems with Posner’s 
proposal. He argues that the history of sup-
pressing speech during wartime has often later 
been judged to be “deeply misguided, coun-
terproductive, and often shameful.” Post sug-
gests that ambiguous terms such as “glorify,” 
“support,” and “encourage” may be interpret-
ed to suppress legitimate dissenting speech.84 
According to Posner, the work of noted First 
Amendment scholar Geoffrey Stone has es-
tablished that war and speech suppression go 
together, but Posner does not mention that 
Stone believes the government’s actions were 
almost always unnecessary.

Posner seems concerned about two harms 
caused by speech that favors terrorism: the 
harm done to vulnerable individuals who end 
up being punished for materially support-
ing terrorism and the mayhem caused by the 
speech. Liberal governments generally do not 
protect people from the consequences of their 
beliefs; however, they do protect other people 
from those consequences if they are directly 
related to speech. Hence Posner rightly wor-
ries about violence caused by terrorist speech, a 
concern that informs the incitement exception 
in First Amendment doctrine. But his example, 
which is that 300 U.S.-based ISIS symp athizers 
were “lured” by Twitter into some affiliation 
with the group, does not establish that any 
harm was perpetrated by anyone in the group 
against other people. There is little doubt they 
might cause harm in the future, but we have no 
evidence they have done so because of hear-
ing speech. Posner is proposing a revived “bad 
tendency” test that weighs free speech against 
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possible harms carried out by beguiled people. 
One would think we need at least a few cases in 
which speech probably caused harm to change 
long-standing doctrine. 

Courts have consistently refused to hold 
social media platforms liable for terrorist 
acts.85 The most plausible of these attempts, 
Fields v. Twitter, sought to make use of the civil 
remedies provision of the Anti-Terrorism Act 
(ATA), contending that in failing to prevent 
ISIS from using its platform Twitter know-
ingly and recklessly provided material support 
to a terrorist organization, rendering Twitter 
the proximate cause of harms suffered by ISIS 
victims. Suits brought under the ATA turn on 
its proximate cause or “by reason of ” require-
ment. Under this requirement Fields and simi-
lar material-support claims falter. While ISIS 
certainly found value in the ability to tweet, 
it is unlikely that the organization’s activities 
would be substantially hampered without ac-
cess to Twitter. Furthermore, in Fields and sim-
ilar cases, plaintiffs failed to demonstrate that 
ISIS’s use of Twitter played an instrumental 
role in the attacks that victimized them. The 
District Court for the Northern District of 
California noted the following in Fields:

The allegations . . . do not support a 
plausible inference of proximate causa-
tion between Twitter’s provision of ac-
counts to ISIS and the deaths of Fields 
and Creach. Plaintiffs allege no connec-
tion between the shooter, Abu Zaid, and 
Twitter. There are no facts indicating 
that Abu Zaid’s attack was in any way 
impacted, helped by, or the result of 
ISIS’s presence on the social network.86

Given the plaintiffs’ failure to establish ISIS’s 
Twitter use as the proximate cause of their 
harms, the Ninth Circuit rejected Fields’ ap-
peal. 

More broadly, any standard of liability that 
might implicate Twitter in terrorist attacks 
would also capture transport providers, res-
taurateurs, and cellular networks. All these 
services are frequently used by terrorists, 

though they cannot be seen as uniquely instru-
mental in the realization of terrorist plots. 

A Twitter account is not an unalloyed boon 
to terrorists. A public social media presence 
provides opportunities for counterspeech and 
intelligence gathering. In some cases, state 
security services have asked social media plat-
forms to refrain from removing terrorist ac-
counts, as they provide valuable information 
concerning the aims, priorities, and some-
times the locations of terrorist actors.87 

As Posner notes, social media platforms 
have policies against terrorist speech. For 
example, YouTube’s policy on “terrorist con-
tent” states: 

We do not permit terrorist organiza-
tions to use YouTube for any purpose, 
including recruitment. YouTube also 
strictly prohibits content related to ter-
rorism, such as content that promotes 
terrorist acts, incites violence, or cel-
ebrates terrorist attacks.88 

Facebook and Twitter have similar policies, 
though they attempt to limit the subjectivity 
of terrorism by tying it to violence against ci-
vilians.89 Twitter’s policy states:

You may not make specific threats of 
violence. . . . This includes, but is not 
limited to, threatening or promoting ter-
rorism. You also may not affiliate with or-
ganizations that—whether by their own 
statements or activity both on and off 
the platform—use or promote violence 
against civilians to further their causes.90

Social media moderation may be more effec-
tive than the increases in government power 
desired by Posner. But that effectiveness may 
have been acquired by narrowing the kinds of 
speech heard on those platforms. However one 
assesses that narrowing, the case for more gov-
ernment power here remains at best unproven. 

ELECTORAL INTEGRITY. Many believe that 
protecting national security also means 
preventing foreign powers from influencing 
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American elections. In February 2018, Robert 
S. Mueller III, a special counsel to the U.S. 
Department of Justice, indicted 13 Russians 
for intervening in the 2016 U.S. election. The 
indictment charges that they intervened by 
purchasing advertising that mostly “focused 
on issues—like civil rights or immigration—
and did not promote specific candidates.”91 
In other words, the ads were speech about 
issues discussed during the campaign. Of 
course, this was speech by foreign agents, 
which presumably makes all the difference. 
But should it? The First Amendment does not 
refer to speakers but rather to speech, which 
is protected from government abridgment. 
It might be assumed that foreign agents seek 
to do harm to the United States through 
speech. Indeed, Mueller’s indictment and the 
law underlying it purport to protect national 
security from foreign actions during the 
election.92 But that harm could be ignored or 
rejected by internet users who are expected 
under the Constitution to act as a censor of 
dangerous speech. Lastly, social media users 
may have a right to receive materials from 
foreign speakers. Such a right would belong 
to a reader or listener rather than the speaker; 
the Russian speakers in this case have no right. 
In 1965, the Supreme Court invalidated a law 
requiring readers to sign at the Post Office 
to receive communist publications. The act 
of signing chilled a presumed right to receive 
a publication from abroad.93 In a concurring 
opinion, Justice William Brennan remarked: 

It is true that the First Amendment 
contains no specific guarantee of access 
to publications. However, the protec-
tion of the Bill of Rights goes beyond 
the specific guarantees to protect from 
congressional abridgment those equally 
fundamental personal rights necessary 
to make the express guarantees fully 
meaningful . . . I think the right to re-
ceive publications is such a fundamental 
right. The dissemination of ideas can 
accomplish nothing if otherwise will-
ing addressees are not free to receive 

and consider them. It would be a barren 
marketplace of ideas that had only sell-
ers and no buyers.94

The Peking Daily was printed on paper; Russian 
speech appeared online. But the difference 
does not merit protecting a reader’s right to 
see the former and not the latter.

In this case, national security seems to 
have outweighed freedom of speech. But that 
conclusion is somewhat misleading. In fact, 
the United States both censors some foreign 
speech and permits other speech with disclo-
sure of the source. We turn first to the case 
for censorship. 

Why were the Russian efforts indictable? 
The indicted were supported by the Russian 
government and are said to have bought ads 
advocating the election or defeat of candi-
dates for federal office. The relevant law comes 
from Title 11, Section 110.20(b) of the Code of 
Federal Regulations:

A foreign national shall not, directly or 
indirectly, make any expenditure, inde-
pendent expenditure, or disbursement 
in connection with any Federal, State, 
or local election.95 

The Federal Election Commission (FEC) 
concisely explicates the relevant law: 

Foreign nationals are prohibited from 
the following activities: Making any 
contribution or donation of money or 
other thing of value, or making any ex-
penditure, independent expenditure, 
or disbursement in connection with 
any federal, state or local election in 
the United States; . . . [and] making 
any disbursement for an electioneering 
communication.96 

The ads could have been a “thing of value,” an 
“independent expenditure,” or “disbursement 
for an electioneering communication.”

Yet the law may not proscribe all Russian 
speech concerning American elections. The 
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FEC notes that a federal district court has 
said that the “foreign national ban ‘does not 
restrain foreign nationals from speaking out 
about issues or spending money to advocate 
their views about issues. It restrains them 
only from a certain form of expressive activity 
closely tied to the voting process—providing 
money for a candidate or political party or 
spending money in order to expressly advocate 
for or against the election of a candidate.’”97 

Here we discern a descent toward incoher-
ence. On the one hand, a foreign national is 
prohibited from spending money on American 
elections, including advertising. On the other 
hand, that ban extends only to spending on ex-
press advocacy for or against a candidate. As not-
ed earlier, most of the spending by the Russians 
in 2016 involved issue advocacy and not ex-
press advocacy. What about internet speech by 
Russian agents? They were presumably paid to 
speak, so the same distinction applies; speech 
about the issues would be permitted. Of course, 
speech about issues by a foreign national “vol-
unteer” would not be indictable. 

The national security interest at stake ap-
pears to be the integrity of a fund amental 
institution—elections. A foreign national 
spending money on speech that advocates the 
election or defeat of a candidate apparently 
threatens the integrity of elections. A foreign 
national discussing the issues debated during 
an election does not pose the same threat. 
This distinction may belie an assumption that 
using money to support speech would enable 
a foreign power to coordinate direct influence 
over voters and thereby affect the outcome of 
an election. Observations by random foreign 
nationals would not likely be effective.

But what’s entailed in that assumption 
is that without censorship voters and their 
votes would be affected by the foreign cam-
paign to the detriment of national security. 
The assumption is paternalistic and contra-
venes many of the justifications for freedom 
of speech found in Supreme Court decisions 
about freedom of speech. At the same time, 
voters are assumed to be capable of dealing 
with issue advocacy by foreign nationals. So 

there is a tension here that reflects badly yet 
well on the United States.

Speech by foreign nationals is not just a 
threat to national security. If it were only a 
threat, that threat would be countered by ban-
ning all foreign speech. But speech by foreign 
nationals also offers benefits to Americans, so 
banning all foreign speech would involve sig-
nificant costs. For this reason, foreign speech 
is often regulated but not prohibited. 

The FEC notes that the ban on spending on 
ads by foreign nationals “was first enacted in 
1966 as part of the amendments to the Foreign 
Agents Registration Act (FARA), an ‘internal 
security’ statute. The goal of the FARA was 
to minimize foreign intervention in U.S. elec-
tions by establishing a series of limitations 
on foreign nationals.”98 FARA prohibited 
some speech, but it also permitted speech by 
foreigners under certain conditions. FARA 
required agents of foreign powers to register 
with the federal government; in short, people 
who are paid by a foreign government must 
disclose that relationship. 

This more liberal approach to foreign 
speech may be seen in FARA’s statement of 
purpose:

To protect the national defense, inter-
nal security, and foreign relations of the 
United States by requiring public disclo-
sure by persons engaging in propaganda 
activities and other activities for or on 
behalf of foreign governments, foreign 
political parties, and other foreign prin-
cipals so that the Government and the 
people of the United States may be in-
formed of the identity of such persons 
and may appraise their statements and 
actions in the light of their associations 
and activities.99 

The law also requires “that informational ma-
terials (formerly propaganda) be labeled with 
a conspicuous statement that the informa-
tion is disseminated by the agents on behalf 
of the foreign principal.” The Department of 
Justice says disclosure is required of people 
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“attempting to influence U.S. public opinion, 
policy, and laws.”100 

Policy and law are likely the most impor-
tant contexts for the speech of foreign agents. 
Foreign governments, acting on behalf of 
their citizens, need not represent only the 
interests of foreigners. For example, an ex-
porting nation might wish to make the case 
against American protectionism. Note that 
such advocacy might also favor consumers in 
the United States. Such speech hardly threat-
ens U.S. national security; indeed, it may even 
serve the general welfare of the nation.101 

In other cases, the interests of governments 
and peoples diverge, and the speech of foreign 
agents may run counter to the interests of the 
American people. Even though this speech 
could be divergent and a potential security 
threat, it does not require censorship. Diplo-
macy requires people employed by foreign 
powers to speak with policy makers on behalf 
of their governments. Public officials, includ-
ing members of Congress and the executive 
branch, often meet and hear the arguments 
of foreign agents. Apparently, registering and 
thereby disclosing such agents sufficiently pro-
tects American security in those situations. 

Censorship is also apparently not nec-
essary to protect public opinion. The TV 
channel RT, which is funded by the Russian 
government, has been required to register as 
a foreign agent.102 RT offers general news and 
information to a small number of viewers.103 
Presumably RT seeks mostly to influence 
public opinion, though it might thereby af-
fect policy or law. The content of the speech 
on RT might be similar to or even the same as 
an advertisement purchased or speech other-
wise uttered by a foreign agent. Even though 
RT is funded by the Russian government, it 
was required to register as a foreign agent 
rather than go silent. Apparently, voters can 
sort out the propaganda on a television net-
work funded by the Russian government but 
not the advertising paid for by it.104 

In sum, American law permits some 
speech by foreign nationals during an elec-
tion. The law may permit issue advocacy by 

foreign nationals. It does not permit foreign 
nationals to spend money directly on elec-
tions, especially by buying advertising that 
supports or opposes a candidate. 

There is little evidence that the Russian ef-
forts had much effect on the American voters in 
2016. Reporting by the New York Times suggests 
that Russian efforts may have persuaded a few 
people to show up at a small anti-Muslim rally 
in Texas.105 Speculation about other effects 
abounds. But as Brendan Nyhan, a professor 
of public policy at the University of Michigan, 
indicates, political science research shows how 
hard it is to change votes even with significant 
spending.106 The Russian effort was a minus-
cule portion of overall spending in 2016.107 

Moreover, as Ross Douthat notes, much 
of the Russian effort “did not introduce 
anything to the American system that isn’t 
already present; it just reproduced, often 
in lousy or ludicrous counterfeits, the argu-
ments and images and rhetorical tropes that 
we already hurl at one another every day.”108 
At the margins, the Russians added “divisive” 
speech, but the increment was relatively 
trivial. And divisive speech is not illegal for 
Americans. In this case, however, the Russian 
money made the speech illegal. 

Federal law seems needlessly incoherent. 
Allowing foreign nationals to buy ads with 
disclosure of their participation would vindi-
cate freedom of speech. It might be objected 
that allowing such spending would permit a 
hostile foreign power to fund and coordinate 
a propaganda campaign capable of affecting 
the outcome of an American election. But 
allowing foreign nationals to fund lobbying 
efforts has not subjugated policymaking to 
foreign interests. Policymakers are assumed 
to be capable of sorting out arguments and 
interests. Perhaps voters are not as capable 
of doing so, although the unpopularity of RT 
suggests otherwise. 

The Mueller indictment may never move to 
trial because the indicted are unlikely to come 
to the United States. But even if you believe 
Americans should be protected from Russian 
ads, there is little need for federal action. 
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A PRIVATE ALTERNATIVE
The social media company most affected 

by the Russian efforts is regulating itself. Mark 
Zuckerberg, the founder and CEO of Facebook, 
lists “defending against election interference” 
as one of the three most important issues facing 
his company.109 According to Zuckerberg, for-
eign nations set up fake accounts to enable “co-
ordinated information operations . . . spreading 
division and misinformation.” Facebook is us-
ing machine learning to identify and remove 
such accounts. Zuckerberg argues that the ac-
counts are being removed not because of the 
content of their speech but because they vio-
late Facebook’s Community Standards, which 
require that an account have an authentic user. 
He notes that this policy involves both false 
positives (some accounts with authentic users 
are taken down) and false negatives (some fake 
accounts stay up). 

Facebook is also enforcing disclosure on ad 
buyers:

Facebook now has a higher standard of 
ads transparency than has ever existed 
with TV or newspaper ads. You can see 
all the ads an advertiser is running, even 
if they weren’t shown to you. In addi-
tion, all political and issue ads in the 
US must make clear who paid for them. 
And all these ads are put into a public 
archive which anyone can search to see 
how much was spent on an individual ad 
and the audience it reached.

The disclosure aims specifically at excluding 
expenditures by foreign nationals:

We now also require anyone running 
political or issue ads in the US to verify 
their identity and location. This pre-
vents someone in Russia, for example, 
from buying political ads in the United 
States, and it adds another obstacle for 
people trying to hide their identity or 
location using fake accounts.

Facebook appears to be offering a private so-

lution to the perceived threat to the integ-
rity of elections and hence national security. 
No doubt some Russian accounts will escape 
the ban on fake accounts. But in this regard 
Facebook seems much better placed than 
the federal government to regulate Russian 
efforts. The private sector is doing what the 
public sector cannot and should not do.

What about freedom of speech? Facebook’s 
efforts do not suppress speech on the basis of 
its content. The rule against accounts that do 
not identify their owner or location does not 
implicate the content of speech. Facebook 
requires disclosure of the funders of all po-
litical ads, including ads about issues only. In 
contrast, federal election law exempts some 
groups and individuals from disclosing fund-
ing for issue ads.110 Facebook’s disclosure rules 
are thus less liberal than federal election law. 

This broad sweep of disclosure may be a re-
sponse to the content of speech. Zuckerberg 
writes: 

Most of the divisive ads the Internet 
Research Agency ran in 2016 focused on 
issues—like civil rights or immigration—
and did not promote specific candi-
dates. To catch this behavior, we needed 
a broad definition of what constitutes 
an issue ad.

So the broad definition is a response to what? 
The divisiveness of the speech? Or the source 
of the speech? To the extent the rule seeks 
the source, it is roughly similar to federal law 
governing prohibited sources of funding. But 
if divisiveness leads to disclosure, Facebook 
is regulating, though not suppressing, speech 
based on its content. 

But are Facebook’s efforts truly a private 
decision—thus exempt from the strictures of 
the First Amendment—or the result of politi-
cal pressure? Congress has been concerned 
about Russian internet efforts during the 
2016 election. These concerns have led some 
members to threaten to impose regulation on 
tech companies.111 Mark Zuckerberg has also 
emphasized that Facebook is working closely 
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with governments to prepare for elections.112 
Whether Facebook’s regulation of speech 
on its platform is a public-private undertak-
ing and whether such undertakings should be 
constrained by the First Amendment remain 
open questions.

Preventing Harms Caused by Speech
Social media comprise speech and little 

else. For that reason, as noted earlier, social 
media are largely immune from government 
regulation; they benefit from the priority 
given to private judgment in these matters. 
Despite this protection, it might still be con-
sidered valid for the government to manage 
speech on social media if such regulations 
were narrowly tailored to achieve a compel-
ling government interest; in other words, 
the regulation would pass muster under the 
“strict scrutiny” test the courts apply to re-
strictions on fundamental rights.113 Here I 
examine two potential compelling govern-
ment interests rooted in widely held public 
values: preventing the harms caused by “fake 
news” and “hate speech.”114 

The cases for regulation of both kinds of 
speech have a common weakness. If we do 
not know what a term means, we cannot know 
how it applies. Thus, vagueness fosters uncon-
stitutionality, as Nadine Strossen explains:

The Supreme Court has held that any 
law is “unduly vague,” and hence un-
constitutional, when people “of com-
mon intelligence must necessarily 
guess at its meaning.” This violates te-
nets of “due process” or fairness, as well 
as equality, because such a law is inher-
ently susceptible to arbitrary and dis-
criminatory enforcement. Moreover, 
when an unduly vague law regulates 
speech in particular, the law also vio-
lates the First Amendment because it 
inevitably deters people from engaging 
in constitutionally protected speech 
for fear that they might run afoul of 
the law. The Supreme Court has there-
fore enforced the “void for vagueness” 

doctrine with special strictness in the 
context of laws that regulate speech.115 

Looked at another way, vagueness would lead 
government to suppress both prohibited and 
permitted speech. The “false positives,” which 
are permitted speech wrongly suppressed, 
would involve a cost to freedom of speech. 
Given the importance attached to free speech 
in the United States, it is unlikely the benefits 
of suppressing speech would outweigh the costs 
of those false positives. Such costs would also 
indicate the chosen means were poorly tailored 
to the ends sought by the government; vague-
ness would suggest the government regulation 
of speech could not pass a strict scrutiny test.

For these reasons, the following analysis 
pays close attention to the meanings of fake 
news and hate speech. So far as we find the 
terms vague, we should have less confidence in 
calls to suppress such speech, however “fake” 
and however “hateful.” 

What is fake news? The term has been 
used to refer to “satirical news, hoaxes, news 
that’s clumsily framed or outright wrong, 
propa ganda, lies destined for viral clicks and 
advertising dollars, politically motivated half-
truths, and more.”116 The term fake news has 
come to public attention relatively recently. 
The relevant linguistic community might be 
working toward a clear definition. A recent 
European Commission Working Paper exam-
ines several definitions of fake news.117 Some 
common elements of these various definitions 
might suggest a clear definition of the term. 

 y “False, often sensational, information 
disseminated under the guise of news 
reporting” (Collins Dictionary).

 y “(1) News that is made up or ‘invented’ 
to make money or discredit others; (2) 
news that has a basis in fact, but is ‘spun’ 
to suit a particular agenda; and (3) news 
that people don’t feel comfortable about 
or don’t agree with” (Reuters Institute, 
“Digital News Report 2017”).

 y “All forms of false, inaccurate, or mislead-
ing information designed, presented and 
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promoted to intentionally cause public 
harm or for profit” (European Com-
mission, A Multidimensional Approach to 
Disinformation).

 y “Verifiably false or misleading infor-
mation that is created, presented and 
disseminated for economic gain or to in-
tentionally deceive the public, and in any 
event to cause public harm” (European 
Commission, “Tackling Online 
Disinformation: Commission Proposes 
An EU-wide Code of Practice”). 

 y “Perceived and deliberate distortions of 
news with the intention to affect the po-
litical landscape and to exacerbate divi-
sions in society” (European Commission, 
“Joint Research Centre Digital Economy 
Working Paper 2018-02”).

Some elements of these definitions clearly 
could not pass muster under American con-
stitutional law. Speech that fits a particular 
agenda, that makes people uncomfortable, or 
that affects the political landscape would all 
be protected by American courts. Apart from 
that, the term fake news appears to comprise 
three elements: intentionality, falsity, and a 
public harm. Each of these elements poses se-
rious problems to the First Amendment. 

Apparently, only those who deliberately 
seek to mislead or divide listeners are liable 
for false or harmful speech, according to those 
who seek to regulate fake news. 

But this intentionality standard itself does 
not work well with the remaining speech. 
If the government may not suppress false 
speech or speech that causes a public harm, 
then whether the speech is intended to cause 
a public harm does not matter. So we turn first 
to whether false and harmful speech may be 
sanctioned by the U.S. government. 

The falsity of speech refers to its content. 
Generally, governments in the United States 
may not prohibit or sanction speech because 
of its content.118 However, some exceptions 
exist to this general rule: incitement, obsceni-
ty, defamation, speech integral to crimes, child 
pornography, fraud, true threats, “fighting 

words,” and “speech presenting some grave 
and imminent threat the government has the 
power to prevent.”119 These exceptions, the 
Supreme Court says, have a historical founda-
tion in the court’s free speech tradition.120 

In United States v. Alvarez, the court refused 
to recognize a general exception to the First 
Amendment for false speech: “The Court 
has never endorsed the categorical rule the 
Government advances: that false statements 
receive no First Amendment protection.”121 
In part, false speech was not a traditionally 
recognized exception. Also, giving the gov-
ernment the power to limit speech on behalf 
of truth would chill permitted speech, there-
by calling into question “a foundation of our 
freedom.”122 False speech about politics enjoys 
significant protection under the Constitution.

Courts have long recognized defamation as 
a general exception to the freedom of speech.123 
The government may sanction speech integral 
to defamation. Individuals defamed by oth-
ers on social media may seek relief for a tort; 
the state then enforces the sanction on libel-
ous speech. State sanctions require both harm 
to reputation and falsity; the exception is not 
for false speech per se.124 Public figures must 
also show “actual malice” by defendants to 
recover compensation.125 Falsity alone is not 
enough to allow punishment for speech. The 
standard of actual malice is quite demanding 
on those seeking relief. Moreover, Section 230 
of the Communications Decency Act of 1996 
prevents social media platforms from being li-
able for the torts of their users.126 Defamation 
will provide a limited public response to fake 
news.127 It is not broad enough to underpin a 
substantial government effort to regulate false 
speech on social media.

What other public harms are said to be 
caused by fake news? The public believes fake 
news causes “a great deal of confusion about 
the basic facts of current issues and events.”128 
Such confusion might cause a larger problem. 
Many consumers now view news online. This 
change “has lowered costs and expanded mar-
ket reach for news producers and consum-
ers.” But the shift has also separated news 
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producers (editors) and distributors (curators). 
Distribution is now being performed by algo-
rithmic advertising and distribution platforms 
such as search engines, news aggregators, and 
social media sites. It is argued that editors 
cared about their reputation for quality news, 
but now the new distributors seek maximum 
traffic and advertising revenue instead. A 
European Commission study group suggests 
that these developments

may weaken consumer trust and news 
brand recognition and facilitate the in-
troduction of disinformation and false 
news into the market. This may con-
tribute to news market failure when it 
becomes difficult for consumers to dis-
tinguish between good quality news and 
disinformation or fake news.129 

News consumers might consume less news to 
avoid false or misleading information.130 The 
outcome might be an ill-informed electorate 
less willing to grant legitimacy to the govern-
ment. 

This market failure argument for regulat-
ing fake news lacks empirical support. Schol-
arly literature notes that social media have 
offered both costs and benefits to consumers. 
However, “the impact of all these changes on 
the welfare of consumers, producers and soci-
ety as a whole is not so clear. There is very little 
empirical evidence to date, also because rel-
evant data are often proprietary and not acces-
sible to independent researchers” (emphasis 
added).131 In light of this, we have little reason 
to believe that by regulating fake news the 
government will serve the important interests 
said to be at stake. 

Private content moderators permit false 
speech. However, they manage such speech 
much more efficiently than the government. 
Facebook says:

It’s important to note that whether or 
not a Facebook post is accurate is not 
itself a reason to block it. Human rights 
law extends the same right to expression 

to those who wish to claim that the 
world is flat as to those who state that it 
is round—and so does Facebook.132

Although Facebook does not block false 
speech, it does make certain categories of 
false speech more difficult to find and points 
users toward other presumably more accurate 
articles about a topic.133 Moreover, sites post-
ing false speech often violate other Facebook 
rules (e.g., rules against spam, hate speech, 
or fake accounts) and are suppressed.134 Yet 
Facebook product manager Tessa Lyons says 
“we don’t want to be and are not the arbiters of 
truth.”135 Yet Facebook has delegated the task 
of determining the factual truth of contested 
content to a network of third-party fact-
checkers.136 While this allows Facebook to 
avoid the difficult and politically fraught work 
of distinguishing fact from fiction, Facebook 
is still held responsible for its selection of 
fact-checkers and the impact of their deci-
sions. In September, the Weekly Standard, the 
sole conservative organization admitted to 
Facebook’s fact-checking program, deemed a 
ThinkProgress article, or at least its headline, 
false, limiting its distribution. ThinkProgress 
took umbrage with the decision and criticized 
Facebook for granting a conservative publica-
tion the ability to downrank its content.137 

Facebook appears to want to let a thousand 
flowers bloom on its platform, yet it employs 
fact-checking gardeners that cut the false ones. 
The public values truth, and we hope that con-
spiracy theories and obvious falsehoods are bad 
for business. On the other hand, a tech com-
pany deciding between the competing truths 
offered by blue and red speakers invites politi-
cal attacks against their platform and, over the 
long-term, sows doubt about the fairness of its 
content-moderation policies. Tech companies 
may sanction speech in circumstances where 
government must remain passive. Yet that em-
powerment has its own problems, not least of 
which is deciding between contending armies 
in an age of cultural wars.

Many nations have undertaken regulation 
of fake news recently.138 That such illiberal 
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countries as Belarus, China, Cameroon, or Rus-
sia (among others) would impose government 
restrictions on posting or spreading misin-
formation may not surprise anyone.139 But 
European nations are more open to actively 
regulating speech than the United States. In 
November 2018, France gave authorities the 
power to “remove fake content spread via so-
cial media and even block the sites that publish 
it.”140 The European Commission has issued 
an initial report on disinformation that will be 
followed by a process of oversight and evalua-
tion of online speech.141 For now, the commis-
sion is supporting principles and policies that 
would be enacted by stakeholders including 
the news media and online companies.142 Does 
such nudging of private actors constitute politi-
cal pressure to suppress speech? If disinforma-
tion and fake news remain a problem, would the 
commission directly manage online speech or 
encourage national governments to take stron-
ger measures to suppress such speech? 

The United States regulates speech less than 
Europe does. Perhaps the European examples 
about regulating disinformation are not rele-
vant for this nation.143 Yet the debate over fake 
news has lasted only a couple of years. Little has 
been said during that debate about the limits of 
government power over online speech; much 
has been said about the dangers to democracy 
of permitting fake news. Should future nation-
al elections turn out badly, the United States 
might be tempted to take a more European at-
titude and approach to online speech. 

We should thus keep in mind that the case 
for public as opposed to private regulation of 
fake news online is weak. Fake news has no fixed 
meaning, and regulations would be unconstitu-
tionally vague. The public values truth, but the 
search for truth in the United States must abide 
by the First Amendment, and the courts have 
held that false speech—the whole of which fake 
news is a part—also has the protection of the 
First Amendment. Were this not true, the com-
bination of vagueness and politics in a polarized 
age would mean virtually anything “the other 
side” said would be regulated as fake news. But 
fake news might not be the most likely reason 

for suppressing online speech.
Hate speech may be defined as “offensive 

words, about or directed toward historically vic-
timized groups.”144 That definition seems clear 
enough. But consider the case of The Bell Curve, 
a 1994 book by Charles Murray and Richard 
Herrnstein. Among other things, the authors 
state that the average IQ score of African 
Americans is one standard deviation below 
the average score of the population. Many also 
thought the book argued that nature was far 
more important than nurture in determining 
the IQ of individuals and groups, a claim that 
suggested social reforms would have little ef-
fect on individual and group outcomes.145 The 
Bell Curve offended many people; “historically 
victimized groups” might well have taken of-
fense. Was The Bell Curve hate speech? If not, 
where should elected officials draw the line be-
tween permitted and prohibited speech? 

The Supreme Court has resisted draw-
ing such lines. Even efforts to legislate more 
common-sense bans on group invective have 
failed; the court has consistently invalidated 
laws containing terms such as “contemptuous,” 
“insulting,” “abusive,” and “outrageous.”146 
The U.S. government lacks the power to pro-
hibit “hate speech.”

Yet many nations regulate or prohibit 
speech offensive to protected groups. They 
limit freedom of speech to advance other 
values such as equal dignity. This balanc-
ing of values was first developed in Germany 
and has spread to other jurisdictions in the 
post–World War II era.147 In Germany, the law 
punishes “incitement of the people,” which 
is understood as spurring hatred of protected 
groups, demanding violent or arbitrary mea-
sures against them, or attacking their human 
dignity. Those convicted of incitement may 
be jailed for up to five years.148 The United 
Kingdom also criminalizes the expression of 
racial hatred.149 In two recent cases, a hate 
speech conviction led to incarceration.150

The United States has debated regulat-
ing hate speech for nearly a century.151 Legal 
scholar James Weinstein summarizes the out-
come of this debate: “The United States is an 
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outlier in the strong protection afforded some 
of the most noxious forms of extreme speech 
imaginable.”152 The Supreme Court precludes 
government from regulating speech because of 
the message of content-based regulation it con-
veys. For the court, the worst content-based 
regulation is “viewpoint discrimination,” which 
is restrictions based on “the specific motivating 
ideology or the opinion or perspective of the 
speaker.”153 This constraint on political power 
extends to highly offensive speech, which im-
plies, Weinstein remarks, “a complete suspen-
sion of civility norms within the realm of public 
discourse.”154 Government may regulate some 
speech that is outside public discourse: all un-
protected speech involves government activi-
ties or commercial advertising.155 

The Supreme Court has applied this general 
framework to protect speech hostile to racial 
minorities. In their decision in R.A.V. v. City 
of St. Paul, the court dealt with a Minneapolis 
ordinance punishing speech that “one knows 
or has reasonable grounds to know arouses an-
ger, alarm or resentment in others on the basis 
of race, color, creed, religion or gender.”156 A 
lower court ruled that the ordinance reached 
protected as well as unprotected speech and 
thus was unconstitutionally overbroad. The 
same court interpreted the ordinance to ap-
ply only to “fighting words,” which have been 
considered outside the protections of the First 
Amendment. Most of the Supreme Court went 
further, holding that Minneapolis had engaged 
in viewpoint discrimination by punishing some 
but not all “fighting words,” a distinction based 
on the ideological content of some speech. 

In theory, it is possible for the courts to 
uphold viewpoint discrimination. Such dis-
tinctions must pass the strict scrutiny test 
discussed earlier. To do so, the Minneapolis 
regulation would have needed to be narrowly 
drawn to achieve a compelling government in-
terest. The court recognized the importance 
of protecting minorities. Yet the government 
had other means to achieve that end, means 
that were neutral toward the content of the 
speech.157 Most experts assume R.A.V. v. City 
of St. Paul precludes government suppression 

of hate speech. Accordingly, hate speech on 
social media lies beyond government power.158 

In contrast to the government, social me-
dia managers may regulate speech by users 
that is hostile to some groups. Facebook does 
so extensively. Facebook defines hate speech as 
“anything that directly attacks people based on 
what are known as their ‘protected characteris-
tics’—race, ethnicity, national origin, religious 
affiliation, sexual orientation, sex, gender, gen-
der identity, or serious disability or disease.”159 
Facebook is opposed “to hate speech in all its 
forms”; it is not allowed on their platform as a 
matter of policy.160 Hate speech is forbidden on 
Facebook because it causes harm by creating 
“an environment of intimidation and exclusion 
and in some cases may have dangerous offline 
implications.”161 In June 2017, Richard Allan, 
vice president for public policy at Facebook, 
said: “Over the last two months, on average, we 
deleted around 66,000 posts reported as hate 
speech per week—that’s around 288,000 posts a 
month globally.”162 However, at that time, Face-
book had over two billion active users.163 The 
number of removed hate speech posts, though 
very large, is relatively trivial.

Other major platforms have policies that 
protect people with a similar list of character-
istics from hostile speech. Google has a gen-
eral policy against “incitement to hatred” of a 
list of groups.164 YouTube, which is owned by 
Google, does not permit hate speech directed 
toward seven groups.165 This policy led to vid-
eos by Alex Jones being removed.166 Twitter 
also has a similar policy against hate speech.167

In sum, the First Amendment does not 
permit government to censor speech to pre-
vent harms to the public apart from known 
exceptions such as direct incitement to vio-
lence. The government may not censor fake 
news or hate speech. Private regulators are 
doing what government officials may not do: 
regulating and suppressing speech believed to 
cause harm to citizens generally and protected 
groups specifically. Private action thus weak-
ens the case for moving the United States to-
ward a more European approach to fake news 
and hate speech. 
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But such private action presents a mixed 
picture for supporters of robust protections 
for speech. The platforms offer less protection 
for speech than the government does. Social 
media managers discriminate among speakers 
according to the content of their speech and 
the viewpoints expressed. Tech companies 
have in part applied to speech the proportion-
ality test long-recognized in Europe and reject-
ed in this country. Private content governance 
of social media poses a quandary, particularly 
for libertarians and anyone who recognizes 
that private property implies a strong right 
for social media managers to control what 
happens on their internet platforms without 
government interference. It seems likely that 
social media managers choose to limit speech 
in the short term to fulfill their larger goal of 
building a business for the long term. They 
may believe that excluding extreme speech is 
required to sustain and increase the number of 
users on their platform. 

Moreover, we should ask whether these ef-
forts regarding hate speech (along with private 
suppression of Russian speech, terrorist in-
citement, or fake news) is truly a private deci-
sion and not state action. If Facebook or other 
platforms remove content to avoid govern-
ment regulation, is such suppression state ac-
tion or a hybrid of private choice determined 
by public threats and offers?

CONCLUSION
We began with Cloudflare CEO Matthew 

Prince’s concern about legitimate governance 
of speech on the internet. Prince’s desire to 
bring government into online speech con-
troversies is understandable but misplaced. 
American history and political culture assign 
priority to the private in governing speech 

online and particularly on social media. The 
arguments advanced for a greater scope of 
government power do not stand up. Grant-
ing such power would gravely threaten free 
speech and the independence of the private 
sector. We have seen that these tech compa-
nies are grappling with many of the problems 
cited by those calling for public action. The 
companies are technically sophisticated and 
thus far more capable of dealing with these is-
sues. Of course, the efforts of the companies 
may warrant scrutiny and criticisms, now and 
in the future. But at the moment, a reason-
able person can see promise in their efforts, 
particularly in contrast to the likely dangers 
posed by government regulation. 

Government officials may attempt directly 
or obliquely to compel tech companies to sup-
press disfavored speech. The victims of such 
public-private censorship would have little re-
course apart from political struggle. The tech 
companies, which rank among America’s most 
innovative and valuable firms, would then be 
drawn into the swamp of a polarized and po-
larizing politics. To avoid politicizing tech, it is 
vital that private content moderators be able to 
ignore explicit or implicit threats to their inde-
pendence from government officials. 

It is Facebook, Medium, and Pinterest—
not Congress or President Trump—that have 
a presumption of legitimacy to remove the 
speech of StormFront and similar websites. 
These firms need to nurture their legitimacy 
to moderate content. The companies may have 
to fend off government officials eager to sup-
press speech in the name of the “public good.” 
The leaders of these businesses may regret be-
ing called to meet this challenge with all its po-
litical and social dangers and complexities. But 
this task cannot be avoided. No one else can or 
should do the job.
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